Lighting, Production & Entertainment – Great Conservatory, Syon Park.
I think we all agree that the Great Conservatory, Syon Park is stunning just as it is. It is a beautiful venue isn’t it?
The venue already contains plentiful lighting for any evening event – and many clients choose to include candles as part of the table settings too.
However we at Syon Park have seen how some well-considered lighting effects can make the venue even more magical – if that is possible!
We feel that some simple, but cleverly placed lighting effects and/or candles transform the venue from a working daytime conservatory into the most
perfect, intimate setting for your evening event or celebration. Lighting is usually the very last thing on your “shopping list” – and we do not want it
to be. We want the building to look as magnificent as it possibly can for your event. For this reason, we have chosen to include some of the best basic
lighting arrangements within your venue hire fee --- all supplied by our friends at Yes Events.
You have a choice of the interior or the exterior package mentioned below. If you wish - and most do - you can choose to add on additional elements
to make the arrangements more personal to you. Some choose to take both – and we have given costs for this too!
Choose one of the packages below, either the exterior or interior package - pictures follow on the next pages. Look at the additional add-on options.
Interior Option:




A colourwash of the Main Dome with your choice of
colour(s) on the twelve pillar uplighters to fill the Main Dome.
This looks magnificent from both inside and outside the
building. Choose the same colour for all – perhaps a soft pink,
or even a straw-like wash to replicate candlelight. Alternatively
chose two colours to alternate and match your colour scheme
– just as beautiful.
Uplighters discretely positioned in the 14 wooden planters
in a choice of colours. This lifts the areas either side of the
Main Dome, bringing the plants and palms to life at night.
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Exterior Option:





Lanterns placed symmetrically along the path to the
Mercury Fountain, and also encircling it. This gives a
beautiful effect – simply achieved, always breath-taking.
Usually positioned once you and your guests are inside the
Great Conservatory, beginning to twinkle gently as dusk
gathers. A choice of two types – sixty x 20cm high tealight
lanterns or thirty x 50cm high coach lanterns.
Spotlights to the Mercury Fountain. Highlights the sparkling
running water of the fountain – a beautiful centrepiece.
Floodlights to the trees and bushes behind the Mercury
Fountain. Brings the Pleasure Gardens to life when viewed
from inside, entices your guests to enjoy a night-time stroll
perhaps?

Interior Option

A colourwash of the Main Dome with your choice of colour(s)

Uplighters discretely positioned in the 14 wooden planters in a choice of colours.
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Exterior Option

Lanterns placed symmetrically along the path to the Mercury Fountain, and also encircling it.

Spotlights to the Mercury Fountain.

Floodlights to the trees and bushes behind the Mercury Fountain.
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Additional Add-Ons And Their Costs (all prices quoted exclude VAT at the current rate):


Special rate: Adding the whole exterior package to the interior package – or adding the whole interior package to the
exterior package: £500.



Lanterns placed symmetrically along the path to the Mercury Fountain, and also encircling it. This gives a beautiful effect – simply
achieved, always breath-taking. Usually positioned once you and your guests are inside the Great Conservatory, beginning to twinkle gentle as
dusk gathers. A choice of two types – sixty x 20cm high tealight lanterns or thirty x 50cm high coach lanterns: £300.



Spotlights to the Mercury Fountain. Highlights the sparkling running water of the fountain – a beautiful centrepiece: £70.



Floodlights to the trees and bushes behind the Mercury Fountain. Brings the Pleasure Gardens to life when viewed from inside, entices
your guests to enjoy a night-time stroll perhaps: £160 for four floodlights – and £40 per floodlight for any over and above this.



Fairy lights to the Conical Yew Bushes on the Formal Lawns. A traditional and popular effect with five overlaid nets of 120 small white
lights (total 600 per bush): £150 per bush (minimum of two is recommended – so £300).



A colourwash of the Main Dome with your choice of colour(s) on the twelve pillar uplighters to fill the Main Dome. This looks
magnificent from both inside and outside the building. Choose the same colour for all – perhaps a soft pink, or even a straw-like wash to
replicate candlelight. Alternatively chose two colours to alternate and match your colour scheme – just as beautiful: £200.



Uplighters discretely positioned in the 14 wooden planters in a choice of colours. This lifts the areas either side of the Main Dome,
bringing the plants and palms to life at night: £320.



Fairy lights to the eight palm trees inside the Great Conservatory. Static sets of 100 small white lights: £240.
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Uplighters along both of the arms (also known as walkways or wings) from the Main Dome, and continuing into the Cactus
House itself. Continue your colour scheme in these areas – particularly good if you use the Cactus House as a quiet bar or for other
entertainment later in the evening. If you have after-dinner guests, they will usually enter the building at the Cactus House – good to
remember: £320.



Lanterns in the Cactus House wing and the Lily Pond arm. Why not make everything extra twinkly and add some lanterns along the
wings? These are positioned on the floor – and you get twenty tealight lantern or ten coach lanterns in total: £120.



Profile spotlights to the four stone pillars in the Main Dome. The pillars look absolutely stunning when uplit with profile spotlights – you
get a dappled wash of colour: £160 (for all four units).



Giant Mirrorball & Moving Head Spotlights. This is suspended above your DJ or band and lit with two extremely powerful moving-head
spotlights. The effect is magical as the Main Dome is filled with thousands of sparkling reflections sweeping through the venue. Especially
effective for a first dance: £250.



LED screens for photomontages during speeches and presentations: £350 (for a pair).



Flaming Flambeaus: £595 (for a pair).



Disco packages: From £600.



Bands: From £1,000.



Speciality Acts / Magician / Mix & Mingle performers: From £395.



Small PA systems for civil ceremonies: From £200.



Jazz Trio: £695.



Classical guitarist: £350.



Harpist: £395.



String quartet: £675.



Pianist: £350.
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These are just some of the things which Yes Events can do well at Syon. If you have other ideas, please ask the Yes team – and they would be
delighted to see what they can come up with. Nick, Tom and their colleagues are always happy to help.

The Wedding & Events Team
The Estate Office
Syon House
Syon Park
Brentford
Middlesex
TW8 8JF

Yes Events Ltd.
Unit 21 The Business Centre
Molly Millars Lane
Wokingham
Berkshire
RG41 2QY

Tel: 020-8560-0882 or 020-8758-1888
Email: events@syonpark.co.uk
www.syonpark.co.uk

Tel: 0800-024-1234 (Freephone) or 01189-894-519
Email: info@yesevents.co.uk
www.yesevents.co.uk

Most photographs courtesy of our friends at Capture It! - www.captureit.co.uk
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